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Standby Agent Report for Period 1.31 May 1956

RE	 566, 10 May 1936

Aditpaalguite None; for information

1. There ere seven MUM? standby agents.

2.SEW was reeked to the hospital on 22 May and the following day had
an appendectogy performed* He was released on 29 May and is making a satisfactory
recovery. Arrangements have been made for U.S.E.P. to pay the expenses of the
operation and hospitalisation. RNDOLTAR in on their priority list and is present]
processing for emigration to  the United States.

-1	 ,3.WM was contacted several times by 	 jandt_	 Irxring this past
month. He assisted in the handling of the details for 1NDOLLAR I S-4eration and
hospitalisation and served as our contact for RWOOLLAR during this time. He was
last met on 31 May when he was passed his and RNDOLLAR'S pay.

A.. AIWA returned to Khaikis after AIPUMP departed for the United States.
Be was instructed to return to Athens with all his personal effects and is now sharing
quarters with AICOOL and AIRBLOWN in Pireaus. AILICH is also registered with V.S.B.P.
and is processing for resettlement in the United  States.

3.	 i0j-tX and AIO0Opheas moved from their hotel and now have quarters in a
private home in ireaus, which they share with AILICH. Both men are attending the
advanced course at the Benchfitters School. They were net b7	 "lregularly during
the last month and were last seen on 29 May when they were pa

• 6.	 and :,_ 1 .ii15 are living in private quarters in Agaleo, a amall
suburb of A .,,ens* They tkffithonar 2.ris office at regular intervals and are net at the

	

NTailhonee"	 They were net and paid on 29 May.

7. All of our present roster of standby agents are registered with the nese**
sary organisations to permit their emigration. They are in various degrees of pro.
*easing and others such as AIRWISE, RNORDAIN and AIRBORNE are in a "holOcategory at
our request. Arrther processing of these men is suspended until suck , time as we
request that it proceed.
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